Evolution of lead concentrations in the Nervión Estuary, southeastern Bay of Biscay
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SUMMARY: Over many years the Nervión estuary has received an intense lead input from various sources in relation to different human activities. This input has produced lead accumulation in some compartments of the estuarine system, which is mainly reflected in the sediments. In recent years, the closure and/or transformation of some contaminating industries, in addition to the implementation of a sewerage scheme, have considerably reduced these inputs into the system. The lead concentration in the sediments has shown a general decreasing trend since 1995. Although this trend is neither progressive nor statistically significant for all the studied stations, lead concentrations in surficial sediment are significantly lower in recent years than at the beginning of the study period. Regarding potential adverse effects on biota, although one third of the values measured during the study period are above concentrations associated with toxicity, in recent years very few values exceed these references. Time series of lead concentrations in biomonitors (mussels) do not show statistically significant temporal trends, and most of the values fulfil the quality objective proposed for this region.
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INTRODUCTION

Lead and its compounds are some of the priority substances present in all the directives amending the WFD Directive 2000/60/EC, such as Directive 2008/105/CE of the European Parliament and Council.

Lead is abundant and widespread but is not a major element of the Earth’s crust. This metal is an extremely reactive element, removed rapidly from the water column through its association with particulates and subsequent sedimentation. Lead is used widely in human activities. Consequently, lead has been extracted from minerals, concentrated and re-distributed under different chemical forms in almost all environments and ecosystems. Therefore, lead has become a characteristic representative of contamination (undesirable excess of concentration) and pollution (adverse effects and environmental concerns). It is classed as...
a ‘scavenged element’, and dissolved concentration profiles in the marine environment show a continuous decrease between the surface and the bottom of the estuaries. Due to environmental and health problems, lead has been studied widely for many years. Hence, the biogeochemistry of lead (natural and anthropogenic sources and pathways) is well known and is one of the typical elements studied/measured in environmental monitoring programs, within coastal and estuarine environments. This is also the case for the Nervión estuary (Borja et al. 2008a, Franco et al. 2008), a system located in the southeastern corner of the Bay of Biscay.

Taking into account the geochemical composition of the underlying geological strata of the Nervión estuary region, which is dominated by a blenda-galena-pyrite-chalcopyrite paragenesis, the sediments are naturally enriched in some elements, particularly Fe, Zn and Pb (Pascual et al. 2004, Rodriguez et al. 2006, Belzunce et al. 2004a, 2004b).

During many decades the Nervión estuary has received untreated domestic and industrial wastes from numerous and diverse sources, including mining and steel factories. Mineral slags and highly polluted dredged sediments were dumped in the adjacent coastal area. These inputs were discharged and accumulated in different environmental compartments, such as air, water, sediments and biota.

These inputs have led to a very marked deterioration of the estuary, which shows oxygen depletion, a high concentration of contaminants within the water and the sediments, loss of animal life, and bacteriological pollution, among others (Saiz-Salinas and González-Oreja 2000, Belzunce et al. 2004b). Due to the high loads of toxic pollutants, such as trace metals, some sediments could be deemed to be toxic for animal life, as they are a potential source of diffuse pollution (González-Oreja and Saiz-Salinas 2003).

In order to reverse the situation of poor environmental quality, a sewerage scheme for the area was approved in 1979. The aim of this scheme was the overall recovery of the system. A water quality standard, based on dissolved oxygen in the water, was established. Water cleansing started in 1990, with a physico-chemical primary treatment; in 2001, a biological treatment plant came into operation. Furthermore, for many years the main source of lead inputs to the atmosphere has been the emissions from vehicles using leaded gasoline (Bryan 1985); however, this fuel went out of use in the late 20th Century. In addition, many industries associated with lead inputs closed down, they were restructured or they improved their waste management processes, resulting in a reduction in the lead within the system.

In order to make a comprehensive survey of the estuarine quality over time, a monitoring programme (including the biotic and the abiotic components) has been carried out since 1989. The results from this monitoring programme show a clear improvement in both the abiotic and biotic components (García-Barcina et al. 2006, Borja et al. 2006, 2008b, Uriarte and Borja 2009).

In addition to the progressive implementation of the sewerage scheme, some of this improvement should be attributed to the transformation of the surrounding areas of the estuary and the whole river basin, and especially to the decline/transformation of some of the most polluting industries, i.e., mining, steel factories and shipyards.

The main objective of the present study is to explain the temporal trends in the lead concentrations in different compartments of the estuary, and relate these to the main sources and the measures taken to improve the quality of the system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study area

The Nervión estuary is located in the Cantabrian Sea, in the southeastern corner of the Bay of Biscay; it is located within the province of Bizkaia, Basque Country (N. Spain) (Fig. 1). The Nervión estuary and its surroundings is the most populated urban area in the north of Spain. The total population in the area is 1 million inhabitants.

The Nervión estuary is the largest estuarine system of the Basque Country, and has a length of 22 km from its outer limit, located between Punta Lucero and Punta Galea, to the inner tidal limit, situated within the city of Bilbao. It is also the largest (29.2 km²) and the deepest (including depths of 30 m in its outermost area). Tidal amplitudes vary between around 1 m in neap tides, to more than 4.5 m in spring tides; as such, it can generally be considered as a mesotidal system (Valencia et al. 2004a).

Overall, the tributaries of the estuary drain a surface area of around 1,800 km² and the river flow has a mean value of around 36 m³ s⁻¹ (García de Bikuña and Docampo 1990). These values represent, with in the context of the Basque Country, 34% of the surface of the Atlantic river basins and 24% of the river runoff through the estuaries to the Cantabrian Sea (Eraso et al. 2001, Valencia et al. 2004b, Borja et al. 2006).

In terms of the morphology and hydrography, two main parts can be distinguished (Fig. 1): an inner artificial channel, which is heavily stratified in the water column, with maximum depths of around 10 m and average surface salinities of between 0 and 25 psu, which was created originally for navigation purposes; and a slightly stratified outer area with water depths ranging between 10 and 30 m and average surface salinities >25 psu, where most of the port facilities are located. Both areas, especially the inner one, have been dredged intensively. A permanent salt wedge is found within the bottom layer of the water column, which salinities are generally >30 psu. Salinity differences between the surface and bottom waters increase upstream. Therefore, in the innermost reach of the Nervión estuary, oligohaline water is usually found at the surface, whilst polyhaline water is normally
The mean volume of the Nervión estuary is \(400 \times 10^6\) m\(^3\). This is much greater than the rest of the estuaries in the Basque Country. Most of this volume (>90%) corresponds to the outer part of the estuary. Taking into account the high volume, the mean river flow and the tidal influence, the water residence time has been calculated to be in the order of several weeks (Valencia et al. 2004b).

**Sampling and survey programmes**

**Water samples**

Within the study area, the main source of data on dissolved Pb originates from the Littoral Water Quality Monitoring and Control Network (hereafter, LWQM), in operation since 1994 as part of the Basque Water Agency (Department of Environment, Land Planning, Agriculture and Fishing of the Basque Government). Five sampling stations are located in the Nervión estuary and two additional stations in the adjacent coastal area (Fig. 1). Surveys are performed twice a year and samples are collected in the surface waters.

Water samples from the tributaries (Ibaizabal, Nervión, Asua, Kadagua, Galindo and Gobelas) of the estuary have been collected since 1994. The results obtained for these samples were provided by the Basque Water Agency (Agencia Vasca del Agua, URA).

**Sediment samples**

Lead concentrations in sediment were analysed within the silt and clay fraction (i.e. <63 μm) (Loring and Rantala 1992, Rodriguez et al. 2006). For the sediment samples, the 63 μm fraction was obtained by dry sieving the samples, which had been previously oven-dried at 60°C. Samples were digested in an acid mixture (HCl and HNO\(_3\), 2:1 v/v) in a high pressure microwave digestion system. The lead determination in the extracts was carried out using atomic absorption spectroscopy. The accuracy of the analytical procedures used for the analysis of the metals in the sediment samples was checked using the PACs-2 (NRC, National Research Council Canada) port sediment certified reference material, with a recovery of 90% for lead.

**Mussel samples**

Before the samples were prepared, the mussels were depurated for 24 h in clean seawater. Then, the soft tissues were homogenized and freeze-dried using a lyophilizer system. Digestion was performed in a microwave digestion system, using concentrated HNO\(_3\),
The amount of lead in the extracts was determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy with a graphite furnace. The accuracy of the method used was confirmed with BCR 278R (Mussel Tissue) standard reference material from the European Reference Materials (Franco et al. 2002), with a recovery of 95% of the lead.

Statistical analyses for studying temporal trends

The Mann-Kendall test was applied in order to detect increasing or decreasing trends in the time series for the water, sediment and biomonitor samples. This method is non-parametric and is able to detect increasing or decreasing trends in time series with a given confidence level. The analyses of temporal trends in the sediments, with one data point for each year, was carried out with the Excel template MAKESENS (Mann-Kendall test for trend and Sen’s slope estimates on annual data, Version 1.0 2002). The analyses of temporal trends in the water and biomonitor samples were carried out with the Kendall.exe program (from the Kendall family of trend tests), which takes into account the seasonality of the data over the years (Helsel et al. 2006).

RESULTS

Water

The temporal trend of the lead concentration in water at the six sampling stations is shown in Figure 2; however, no clear temporal trends were observed. The annual mean concentrations at the three innermost sampling stations of the estuary, together with the corresponding
tributaries, are represented in Figure 3. However, this latter series does not show adequate data discrimination because most of the values obtained correspond to the detection limit and also reflect differences in the analytical methods. Nevertheless, considering the data points that are significantly different from the detection limit, the concentrations in the tributaries are similar, or higher, than the concentrations recorded for the estuary. Although the overall concentration range is relatively high (mainly because of the specific maximum in 2001 and 2002 at the littoral stations (L-N10 and L-N20) and in 2005 at the estuarine stations (E-N15 and E-N20)), the values are generally below the quality objective established by the WFD (7.2 μg l⁻¹): more than 75% of the cases are below the reference values established by OSPAR (5 μg l⁻¹).

No dilution pattern associated with the salinity gradient was observed in the estuary, but a high spatial and temporal variability was detected. This was also the case for the littoral sampling stations (L-N10 and L-N20). Most of the lowest values were observed in the 1994-2001 period.

Sediment

Lead concentrations in the sediments were well above regional background levels (estimated at 31 mg kg⁻¹ by Rodríguez et al. 2006) in all areas of the system (Fig. 4). Up until 1996, high concentrations were measured at several stations corresponding to the different areas of the system, especially at Station 5 (inner estuary). Since 1996, the highest values have been measured in the outer and middle parts of the estuary. Regarding temporal trends, statistically significant decreasing temporal trends were found for all the studied sampling stations with p<0.05, and for sampling stations 102 and 5 with p<0.001 and p<0.01 respectively. At most of the stations, lead concentrations in the surficial sediments are clearly lower in recent years than at the beginning of the sampling period (Fig. 4). Overall, lead concentrations in the sediments show an initial decreasing trend then a stabilization pattern in latter years.

Regarding potential adverse effects on the biota, all of the measured lead concentrations in the surficial sediments are above the Effects Range Low (ERL, 47 mg kg⁻¹) and around one third of them are above the Effects Range Median (ERM, 218 mg kg⁻¹) (Long et al. 1995). This pattern suggests that lead could have been affecting benthic organisms adversely. However, it must be taken into account that ERL and ERM values refer to concentrations in all of the sediment fractions, whereas lead concentrations in the Nervión estuary are...
only measured in the fine-grained fraction. This implies that the potential adverse effects are overestimated when ERL and ERM references are applied. Stations 110 and 101 show the highest proportion of lead values above ERM. Most of the values exceeding the ERM correspond to the first years of the sampling period, and in recent years, very few values above ERM have been measured (Fig. 4).

Biomonitors

Lead concentrations in biomonitors (mussels) were sampled by the LWQM twice a year from 1994 to 2001, and then after that, once a year in autumn; no statistically significant temporal trends have been detected (Fig. 5). The quality objective proposed for this region (1.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) FW; Borja et al. 1996) by the Commission regulation CE/1881/2006 was fulfilled in all of the campaigns, except in 1995 at two sampling sites (I-N10 and I-N20), in 1996 at I-N20, and in the last two years of the study (2007 and 2008) at I-N10. Most of the values obtained were between the upper background value proposed by OSPAR (0.19 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) and the quality objective value. In the case of I-N10 in autumn 2002 and autumn 2005 and I-N20 in autumn 2003, the values lay between 0.010 mg kg\(^{-1}\) and the upper background value proposed by OSPAR. The concentrations measured in this study lie within the range of the values observed in other studies of the Basque coastal area (Solaun et al. 2001, Franco et al. 2002).

DISCUSSION

Water

The absence of any direct relationships between the estuarine/river inputs and the concentrations in the estuary, the absence of temporal trends in the water and the irregular distribution of concentrations with respect to salinity, indicates multiple sources and complex processes for lead distribution in the estuary.

Taking into account the morphology and the human uses of the estuary, direct inputs from the industrial zones and port activities, direct run-off and mobility and exchange with the sediment could be expected. Furthermore, these processes could be affected by harbour activities, such as dredging, sediment disposal, etc.

The high variability in the lead concentrations observed in this study is related to the behaviour of lead in transitional estuarine waters. In general, metals have a very complex behaviour in this kind of estuarine waters in relation to factors that affect biogeochemistry processes, which show high variability during the mixing estuarine processes (Michel et al. 2000). For some of the metals and for specific estuaries or costal river plumes, the distribution of trace metals is related to salinity (Elbaz-Poulichet et al. 1996, Owens and Balls 1997a, Nolting et al. 1999), reflecting the importance of mixing processes.

However, in the Nervión estuary, as observed in other estuarine systems, dissolved lead concentrations appear to be regulated more by diverse and diffuse inputs (direct run-off, secondary effluent and sediment lead mobilization) than by salinity distribution within the estuary (Monbet 2006, Tueros et al. 2008). Therefore, conservative behaviour of dissolved lead is not normally observed within the estuary (Tueros et al. 2009). The observed variability could be explained by estuarine sedimentation and subsequent re-suspension processes, which would affect the total metal concentrations in relation to the suspended particulate matter (SPM). For the dissolved phase, precipitation and co-precipitation decrease the metal concentration (Morris 1986). Conversely, desorption from SPM, formation and stabilization of complexes with organic or inorganic ligands, re-dissolution from sediments and diffusion from pore water, can all increase the dissolved metal content within the water column. These processes also vary along the estuarine mixing and might change the metal balance between the dissolved and particulate phases for different salinity intervals (Owens et al. 1997b, Gerringa et al. 2001, Monbet 2006, Audry et al. 2007).

Sediment

Sediment is an essential, integral and dynamic part of the water cycle. This is especially true in estuaries, where physico-chemical as well as biogeochemical processes cause complex interactions between sediments and the water column. In the Nervión estuary sediments have degraded rapidly since the industrialization period, and the quality of the sediments has decreased drastically (Cearreta et al. 2002, Belzunce et al. 2004a). Sediments are still an important reservoir of lead in the study area, which is reflected in the values obtained along the estuary, which are clearly higher.
than the background regional values (Rodriguez et al. 2006). However, few values above ERM have been measured in recent years. This pattern is related to the decrease in lead contamination in the surficial sediments and a consequent improvement in the estuarine bed, facilitating benthic recovery, as has been observed in several other studies (e.g. Borja et al. 2006).

Different studies, based on the sequential extraction of metals in the sediments of this estuary, have shown that a high proportion of lead is associated with the three most mobile forms, which can be transformed easily, liberating cations into the water column (Belzunce et al. 2004b). However, the residual phase is present in significant proportions and is dominant at some stations (i.e. 102, 100 and 101), which demonstrates its origin associated with iron and steel manufacturing and the mineralogy of the basin (Belzunce et al. 2004b, Borja et al. 2008b).

Different studies of percussion cores from several sites of the Nervión estuary (Cearreta et al. 2002, Belzunce et al. 2004b, Arias et al. 2008) have distinguished three historical environmental zones related to the industrial activity (Cearreta et al. 2002). Thus, in the middle estuary, due to intense dredging operations carried out for navigational purposes, higher lead concentrations were detected in the upper parts of the cores (0-1 m) than in the lower parts (Cearreta et al. 2002, Belzunce et al. 2004b, Arias et al. 2008). However, in the outer and middle reaches, higher lead concentrations were measured both in the upper and lower parts of the cores. These observations all indicate that the vertical distribution of Pb in the sediments is somewhat irregular and depends mostly on the human activities in the different areas of the system.

Overall, the observed general decrease in Pb in the surficial sediments of the estuary reflects the reduction in Pb inputs into the system.

**Biomonitors**

Mussels, as marine organisms, have the ability to accumulate metallic contaminants from the environment in which they live. As such, they have been widely used in monitoring programmes to assess the quality of the marine environment because they integrate information over higher resolution time-periods than sediments (Goldberg 1975). The absence of any temporal trend in Pb in the biomonitors is in agreement with the high variability recorded in the waters.

**CONCLUSIONS**

For many years the Nervión estuary has received an intense input of lead from various sources in relation to different human activities (mining, steel industries, atmospheric emissions from vehicles, etc.). This input has resulted in lead accumulation in some compartments of the estuarine system, reflected mainly in the sediments. In recent years, the closure and/or transformation of some contaminating industries, in addition to the implementation of a sewerage scheme, have reduced the lead inputs considerably. However, due to the high variability of estuarine systems and to the effects of diverse human activities, this reduction in Pb inputs was not reflected in any temporal trend in the water and biomonitor compartments. In contrast, the lead concentration in the sediments shows a general decreasing trend. Although this trend is neither progressive nor statistically significant for all the stations studied, the lead concentrations in surficial sediment are now significantly lower than at the beginning of the study period (around 20 years ago). Regarding potential adverse effects on biota, although one third of the values measured during the studied period lie above concentrations associated with toxicity, in recent years very few values exceed these reference levels.

Furthermore, all of the above results are in accordance with those obtained from monitoring of biological communities, especially benthic invertebrates, and reflect the overall improvement in the environmental quality of the system.
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